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Abstract This work analyzes female participation in communication on GitHub’s Issue Tracking, based on thematic

relevance of posted comments according to the developer’s gender relative to other metrics, such as reputation,

participation time on the platform, and number of reported issues. Data from 5 open source communities and 5

communities dedicated to women was analyzed. The results indicate that, on average, the relevance of comments

made by women is similar to that of men. However, the study confirms other findings in literature that highlight low

levels of female representativeness and participation in projects, with just 22% of comments posted by women and

16% of issues reported by them.
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1 Introduction

In software development environments, teams can be formed

by developers with different seniority levels and different

diversity profiles. Diversity can be classified into three cate-

gories: demographic (gender, ethnicity, age), psychological

(values, beliefs, and knowledge), and organizational (time of

experience, occupation, hierarchical level) (Outão and San-

tos, 2022). Teams with greater social diversity can benefit

from broader information, experience, and improved problem-

solving skills, becoming more effective (Vasilescu et al.,

2015). For some categories, there are still many challenges re-

lated to low team representativeness, such as gender diversity.

Studies show low participation rates and lower permanence

of women when compared to men (Vedres and Vasarhelyi,

2019). Zacchiroli (2021) analyzed 1.6 million commits and

showed that men did about 92% of the code produced on code

versioning platforms.

The low female participation in software projects is known

in the literature and has been mainly evaluated in terms

of accounting for code contributions and accepted pull re-

quests (Rodriguez et al., 2021; Canedo et al., 2019). How-

ever, other aspects can be analyzed in order to investigate

female participation in the composition of more diverse, more

inclusive, and potentially more productive teams (Catolino

et al., 2019). Among the possible aspects that can be analyzed,

the participation of women in communication on software

projects stands out. Despite the low representativeness and

less permanence in projects, studies show that women act as

problem mediators (Catolino et al., 2019), being key players

in the communication process.

This work, which extends a previous research (Batista

et al., 2022), evaluates the impact of gender diversity on the

quality of communication in issue tracking environments, us-

ing the Thematic Relevance metric of posted comments (Neto

and Silva, 2018). This metric is capable of representing how

relevant a text is in regards to the theme of a given discus-

sion (Machado et al., 2019). We conduct this analysis along

with other metrics such as the number of issues created and

the number of posted comments, based on other attributes that

characterize the developer profile, such as gender, platform

participation time and reputation. The study was guided with

the following research questions:

• RQ1.What is the difference in the participation of men

and women in terms of issues and associated comments?

• RQ2. Is there a difference between the relevance of

comments posted by men and women?

• RQ3. Is there a relationship between comment relevance

and platform participation time?

• RQ4. Is there a relationship between comment relevance

and author’s reputation?

To answer the listed research questions, we evaluated com-

munication data extracted from open source project reposito-

ries on the GitHub platform, in search of comparative analyzes

between the participation of men and women in the context

of issue tracking. GitHub was used because it is the largest

open source community, with more than 61 million software

repositories created by more than 16 million people registered

on the platform1, while also being increasingly used among

researchers as a source for data mining (Saadat et al., 2020).

To compare the participation of women and men in these en-

vironments, we extracted data from two types of open source

communities: open communities and communities dedicated

to women. Analyzing data from different communities is still

an uncommon issue to be explored in literature (Outão and

Santos, 2022), which is important for understanding the in-

teraction of members and how different communities can

positively or negatively affect a developer.

As a result, we present relevant indications about the teams’

communication process and the possible differences in terms

of contributions depending on the developer’s gender. We

emphasize that the term gender is treated here based on how

users are identified on the platform, that is, the possible names

assigned, which can assume masculine or feminine values so

that no differentiation is made between cisgender or transgen-

der people. Since this information is not recorded directly on

the GitHub platform, it is not a study object of this research.

1https://octoverse.github.com/
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-

tion 2 presents information on Issue Tracking communication

and the Thematic Relevance concepts applied to comments.

In Section 3, related works are presented. Section 4 shows

materials and methods used in this work, while results are

discussed in Section 5. Threats to validity of the work are

described in Section 6, and in Section 7 the final remarks are

presented.

2 Communication in Issue Tracking

Throughout software development, project members and

users raise several doubts and questions about improve-

ments. These topics are commonly concentrated in discussion

threads, represented by issues in the GitHub issue tracking

system. According to Bertram et al. (2010), issue tracking

repositories are knowledge repositories, which concentrate

much of the communication and collaboration of projects,

producing useful and relevant knowledge.

Automated analysis of this data can reveal useful process

quality indicators regarding the participation of members in

project discussions, such as key developers, comment rele-

vance, conflicts, representativeness, and participation of new-

comers and minorities. To assist this analysis process, certain

metrics were used, such as user reputation, years of user par-

ticipation on the platform, and comment quality.

2.1 Issue Tracking on GitHub

In issue tracking environments, communication occurs as

issues – representing bugs, improvement suggestions, and

new requirements – are reported by project members or ex-

ternal collaborators. After being reported, issues can also

be resolved or discussed by any team member or external

collaborators. During the discussion in search for solutions,

new commits can be created, and consequently pull requests

can be evaluated by project managers, or by someone else

responsible for the repository.

Issues are made up of some mandatory fields, and others

that, depending on the project, do not need to be filled in.

The mandatory fields are the title and a description. Optional

fields include labels, such as ”bug” or ”question”, and who

the issue is assigned to. Finally, there are fields automatically

filled by the platform, such as the author, creation date, and

status (open or closed). The fields related to an issue can be

seen in Figure 12.

The title and description fields are the main source of tex-

tual data, since they represent the topic of the discussion held

in the issue through subsequently posted comments. Thus,

these fields will be explored in the context of this work.

2.2 Thematic Relevance in Issue Tracking

The thematic relevance metric was proposed by Azevedo

(2011) to analyze the relevance of comments posted in ed-

ucational discussion forums and later adapted for the issue

tracking environment by Neto and Silva (2018). We aim to

2Adapted from https://docs.github.com/pt/issues/tracking-your-work-

with-issues/planning-and-tracking-work-for-your-team-or-project

use thematic relevance in the context of issue tracking to iden-

tify whether the comment text is related to its respective issue

topic, in order to assess its impact on each issue resolution.

With this metric, it is also possible to investigate whether there

is a correlation with other attributes linked to the developer

profile, such as gender, reputation, and project time.

The calculation of this metric involves counting the number

of relevant concepts used in the comment text that correspond

to concepts in the issue text, composed of title and description.

In addition to accounting for relevant concepts, the equation

also considers their frequency in the text and relationship with

other terms. Thus, the more related concepts, the greater the

relevance of the comment. Equation 1, adapted from (Neto

and Silva, 2018), presents the calculation of thematic rele-

vance.

TR = max{SCI , SCD, SCC} (1)

Where TR is the Thematic Relevance of a comment; SCI ,

the similarity between the comment and the issue, represented

by its title and description; SCD, the similarity between the

comment and the discussion, which takes into account the

issue title, its description and the previous comment to the

one analyzed; and SCC , the similarity between the comment

and the previous comment, if any. The value of TR is given

by the highest similarity value found.

To calculate the presented similarities, two techniques can

be used: graphs and cosines. As presented by Machado et al.

(2019), in the graph technique, comment text is represented

in a graph, in which the most relevant terms constitute the ver-

tices and the edges connect the terms that appear together in

the text. This graph is then compared with another graph, con-

structed in a similar way, but based on the issue text. For com-

parison between the graphs, the similarity is calculated from

the correspondence between the terms. The cosine technique

proposes that each text is vectorized so that an angular analy-

sis can be performed between the textual contents (Brandão

et al., 2022). Thus, when comparing, e.g., a comment vector

with an issue vector, the cosine of the angle between these

two vectors representing an interaction is calculated, and this

value is assigned as the similarity.

3 Related Works

Low female participation in software development projects

has been reported throughout literature. Izquierdo et al. (2019)

analyzed more than 7000 user profiles on the GitHub plat-

form, in which only 7% of project committee members and

8% of leaders were identified as women. Seeking to present

new indicators on the low female participation in software

development, we seek to analyze the quantity and quality of

the content of communication in issue tracking.

With regard to the analysis of issue tracking communi-

cation data, works in the literature have used text mining

techniques on the textual content of issues. Ortu et al. (2018)

analyzed communication data in software projects in order

to assess the impact of certain factors on the time taken to

resolve an issue. Neto and Silva (2018) also analyzed issue

tracking data in order to identify key developers with met-

rics such as the thematic relevance of comments, the number
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Figure 1. Example issue on GitHub.

of issues reported, and the number of comments posted on

issues. However, despite bringing relevant investigations to

software development communication, the works presented

do not take gender issues into account.

Noei and Lyons (2022), in turn, evaluated around 700,000

app review comments on the Google Play Store platform, in

which it was possible to acknowledge that women made fewer

comments than men. In addition, the authors also observed

most of the comments posted by women are positive, as they

show praise for the applications, while those of men tend to

bring criticism and suggestions for improvements. This means

that adjustments and new versions developed as a result of

comments mostly reflect the male opinion.

Considering female participation in the open source uni-

verse, Singh (2019) analyzed 355 project websites, and the re-

sults show that less than 5% of these communities had spaces

dedicated to women. In this work, we use environments dedi-

cated to women for the sake of comparison with low diversity

environments, indicated by the Blau index (Blau, 1977), in

order to verify whether women are more active in terms of

communication in dedicated environments. The Blau index

uses the percentage of individuals in a given category of a

total population to determine the diversity of the population.

This index will be detailed in the section 4.

Investigating other factors that can be analyzed in relation

to the participation of women and men during software devel-

opment, Steinmacher et al. (2012) evaluated the participation

of beginner developers in an open source project. According

to the authors, due to the lack of information and guidance dur-

ing the first steps in a software project, newcomer developers

generally post more questions and request help in their tasks.

Qiu et al. (2019) conducted interviews with potential develop-

ers on open source projects and found that female newcomers

are more cautious about joining open source projects. Further-

more, it was observed that men were considered more active

contributors and more excited about joining co-ed projects.

Another important analysis is that of data regarding soft-

ware development during the COVID-19 pandemic. Araujo

et al. (2022) carried out a field survey with Brazilian devel-

opers in order to understand the disadvantages women have

during remote work related to health, pressure, multitasking,

and exhaustion. Seeking to present new indicators on the

participation of beginner developers and the disadvantages

experienced by women during the COVID-19 pandemic, we

analyze the quantity and quality of communication content in

this context in issue tracking.

Finally, Table 1 summarizes the topics presented above, in

relation to the themes proposed in this work.

4 Materials and Methods

To analyze the issue tracking communication data according

to the developer gender, we performed three steps: defining

the metrics, calculate thematic relevance of comments and

extracting the data.

4.1 Definition and Automation of Metrics

To conduct the analysis, six gender-dependent metrics were

used, called Communication Metrics (CM).

• CM01 Number of Reported Issues - sum of issues re-

ported by each developer;

• CM02Number of Posted Comments - sum of comments

posted on an issue by each developer;

• CM03 Platform Participation Time - difference between

the entry and current years;

• CM04 Developer Reputation - value assigned using de-

veloper connections, considered a social attribute;

• CM05 Teams Gender Diversity Index - percentage of

individuals in both categories (male or female);

• CM06 Thematic Relevance of Comments - importance

of each comment regarding an issue discussion.

To obtain metrics CM01 to CM04, APIs and tools from the

GitHub platform were used. For metrics CM05 and CM06, an

application was developed in Python, as described throughout

this section.

Metrics CM01 and CM02 were calculated according to

the gender of the developer. After identifying the gender of

each developer through the NamSor3 tool, data was stored

3https://namsor.app/
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Table 1. Comparison between related works.

Gender

Diversity
Issues Comments Communities

Thematic

Relevance
Newcomers Pandemic

Izquierdo et al. (2019) X

Ortu et al. (2018) X

Neto and Silva (2018) X X X

Noei and Lyons (2022) X X

Singh (2019) X X

Araujo et al. (2022) X X

Steinmacher et al. (2012) X

Qiu et al. (2019) X X

This work X X X X X X X

in a CSV file, and using filters in the Jupyter Notebook4,

such calculations were performed. The CM03 metric was

calculated according to the data provided by the GitHub API,

subtracting the entry year of the developer from the current

year of this work (2022).

For the CM04 metric, since the GitHub platform does not

automatically determines developer reputation, the GitScore5

tool was used. The tool has three fields: GitScore, Reputation,

and Contribution, with the second being used as the metric

value. This field takes into account the connections of the

developer, considered a social attribute, to complement other

metrics regarding developer contribution, such as the number

of comments.

In regards to the gender diversity of teams (CM05), the

Blau index was used as a diversity metric (Blau, 1977). The

diversity metric was used in order to compare the results of

metrics applied to the communication data for each evaluated

community segments. Equation 2 presents the formula for the

Blau index, which calculates, from a total of N categories,

the percentage P of individuals in each category i. In this

work, we consider N = 2, since the categories are male and

female. The index varies from 0 to 0.5, with 0.5 being the

balance in the number of individuals in the categories.

Blau = 1 −
N∑

i=1
P 2

i (2)

After extracting data from a given community, the names

and genders of the participating developers were stored in

a CSV file. From this file, the number of female and male

developers was counted using Jupyter Notebook filters, and

used as input to a simple Python implementation of the Blau

index, thus calculating the diversity level of that community.

Since on the GitHub issue tracking platform it is not manda-

tory to identify the gender of developers, and the previously

presented metrics make comparisons in relation to gender,

it was necessary to estimate such information. Zolduoarrati

and Licorish (2021) conducted a study to qualify the best

gender prediction tools. Among the tools presented, after an

evaluation for the context of this work, the NamSor tool was

chosen, due to its simplicity of use and results quality. The

tool takes as input the first and last name of a person and

returns as output the probability of that person to be female or

male, and so we assign their gender according to the highest

4https://jupyter. org/
5http://www.gitscore.com

percentage. In addition, the tool supports several languages,

such as Portuguese, English, Japanese and Chinese.

4.2 Thematic Relevance of Comments

To assess the quality of comments, an automated application

for the thematic relevance metric was developed (Section 2.2).

For simplification and performance improvement purposes,

the metric implementation was adapted with regard to the

similarity calculation between the terms of a comment and its

reference text using the cosine technique. In the work of Neto

and Silva (2018), the similarity calculation was performed

through graphs, with an external dependency on a graph gen-

eration tool. However, this dependency caused performance

issues due to the high number of requests. This replacement

provided a significant performance improvement, without

causing changes in terms of the quality of generated results,

as detailed in Section 4.2.1. The cosine technique was also

chosen due to its simplicity of application and also because it

presents a high precision in relation to human classification,

as observed by Medeiros et al. (2014).

While using the formula of Equation 1, presented in Sec-

tion 2.2, we observed the comment similarity in relation to

its previous comment (SCC) assumed the value zero in sev-

eral instances, showing to be irrelevant for calculating the

thematic relevance. Thus, after some tests, it was possible to

notice the comment similarity in relation to the discussion

(SCD) and the comment similarity in relation to the issue

(SCI ) was sufficient to compose the thematic relevance cal-

culation equation. Also, we opted for the arithmetic mean of

SCI and SCD, as shown in Equation 3.

TR = SCI + SCD

2 (3)

4.2.1 Validation of Metric Adaptation

To validate the change and ensure reliability of the results, a

validation procedure was performed, comparing the original

results of Neto and Silva (2018) with the updated version

by a manual evaluation conducted by specialists. The group

was comprised of 12 volunteers in total, including 3 software

engineers; 2 domain experts, i.e., people who participated in

the issues; and 7 developers, with varying levels of expertise.

For the evaluation by specialists, a survey was elaborated

to be answered for each issue, in which each specialist as-

signed a relevance from 0 to 4 for each comment in that issue.
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Although the relevance is calculated in the range of 0 to 1, the

integer interval of 0 to 4 was used to simplify the assignment

by the specialists and avoid possible mistakes with decimal

values. The values were later normalized to the same scale.

In total, 59 comments were evaluated along 12 issues. Each

issue was analyzed by two experts, so that each expert as-

signed relevant values to each of the comments registered

for that issue. Along with the experts’ evaluation, an aver-

age was calculated with the relevance assigned by the metric

development team. Table 2 presents an example of the evalu-

ation format of a given set of comments, in which the final

relevance corresponds to the arithmetic mean between the

relevance values defined by the specialists and the average

relevance assigned by the development team.

Table 2. Example of manual assessment of comments thematic

relevance on an issue

Comment Average Specialist1 Specialist2 Relevance

1 3.8 3 4 3.6

2 2.0 2 2 2.0

3 4.0 4 3 3.7

4 1.0 1 0 0.7

To verify the accuracy of the adapted metric approach, in

comparison with the experts classification and with the origi-

nal Neto and Silva (2018) version, the MAE (Mean Absolute

Error) and MSE (Mean Squared Error) metrics were used.

The MAE (Equation 4) represents the average of the absolute

difference between actual and predicted values in the data set.

The equation considers the final relevance value of the experts

(y) and the automatically calculated values (ŷ), either by the
original approach or by the adapted approach. Therefore, the

calculation was performed twice, once for each considered

approach.

MAE = 1
N

N∑
i=1

‖y − ŷ‖ (4)

The MSE represents the mean square of the difference

between actual and predicted values in the data set, as shown

in Equation 5.

MSE = 1
N

N∑
i=1

(y − ŷ)2 (5)

After each calculation, we observed an improvement in the

values of MSE and MAE for the adapted version, in compari-

son with the original approach (Neto and Silva, 2018). The

original approach error percentage was around 21% for the

MAE and 7% for the MSE, while in the adapted approach,

the MAE value reduced to 8%, and MSE reduced to 1%.

4.3 Data Selection and Extraction

To choose the databases to be used, we considered both open

community projects and communities dedicated to women, in

order to compare female participation in these two contexts.

The open communities were selected through a preliminary

survey, considering those which belonged to the same areas

as the chosen women dedicated communities.

Data was extracted in January 2022 through a Python ap-

plication, using the GitHub Rest API6.

For the data extraction stage, we used filters based on

the work of Neto et al. (2021), divided into two categories:

Project Filters (PFs) and Issues Filters (IFs). To select the

projects of interest, five Project Filters were defined:

• PF1. Project has at least 5 members;

• PF2. Project has at least 5 commits;

• PF3. Project has at least 5 open issues;

• PF4. Project has at least 5 closed issues;

• PF5. Project has been created at least 6 months before.

The selection of issues applied the following Issue Filters:

• IF1. Issue has at least 5 comments;

• IF2. Issue comments contain text besides code snippets;

• IF3. Issue has been opened at least one week before;

• IF4. Issue has not been closed and reopened.

We emphasize that the PF4 and IF4 filters were defined

to ensure that the issues evaluated in the work had their final

status assigned as closed, so we could guarantee throughout

the data extraction and research that no more comments were

inserted. The PF5 filter was chosen in order to favor projects

that were minimally operational and performing relevant tasks

to the issue tracking system, along with the factors presented

in PF2, PF3 and PF4. The IF2 filter was elaborated based on

the fact that the comment evaluation is made from their text,

i.e., code snippets are not included in the evaluation of the-

matic relevance, making comments with only code snippets

become irrelevant. Furthermore, it is important to highlight

that IF2 takes into account all the comments of a given issue,

so that if there is any comment containing only code snippets

in an issue, that issue is disregarded.

In the end, data was stored in a CSV file, and later analyzed

using Jupyter Notebook.

5 Results and Discussion

After extracting data with the application of the defined fil-

ters, we obtained 9151 comments from 1275 issues, present

in 28 repositories of 10 communities, 5 of which are open

communities and 5 dedicated to women. Table 3 summarizes

the data obtained for each community, including the number

of repositories, issues, and comments. We emphasize that the

first five communities are dedicated to women.

For each of the communities, we calculated the number of

female and male collaborators and the Blau index, in order

to know their respective diversity factor. The results are pre-

sented in Table 4, where it is possible to observe the disparity

in terms of female representativeness in the open communities

and, consequently, the low index of gender diversity.

As expected, the collected data show low diversity indexes

in open communities and high indexes in dedicated com-

munities, since the highest index of 0.5, indicating balance

between categories, belongs to RailsGirls. It is also important

to highlight that in the PyLadies community, although the

Blau index equals 0.0, indicating a lack of diversity, this is

6https://docs.github.com/pt/rest
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Table 3. Overview of data extracted from communities.

Community Repositories Issues Comments

RailsGirls 2 5 148

PyLadies 4 41 360

WomenWhoCode 3 22 168

WoMozBrasil 1 5 26

DjangoGirls 2 145 1014

Django 6 239 1985

Ruby on Rails 4 426 3079

Mozilla 2 81 423

Flutter 1 214 1333

Python 3 97 644

Table 4. Blau index and gender presence by community.

Community Women Men Blau Index

RailsGirls 56 54 0.50

PyLadies 14 0 0.00

WomenWhoCode 3 49 0.11

WoMozBrasil 4 2 0.44

DjangoGirls 9 13 0.48

Django 4 58 0.12

Ruby on Rails 2 66 0.06

Mozilla 14 212 0.12

Flutter 2 82 0.05

Python 9 105 0.15

because the community is closed to male participation, with

the aim of creating a safe environment for women to develop

both technical and theoretical skills. When pairing Table 3

and Table 4, communities like Ruby on Rails have a high

number of posted comments, however, their level of diversity

is low. It is also important to note that after an analysis on the

GitHub platform, analyzing the first and last names of com-

munity members, it was possible to identify that many women

who were present in the Ruby on Rails community were also

present in the community of the same theme, RailsGirls. This

may indicate that participation in the open community was

influenced by the empowerment and confidence acquired by

participating in the dedicated community.

The other results obtained with the application of metrics

CM01 to CM05 focused on the research questions addressed

in this study are described in the next subsections.

5.1 RQ1. What is the difference in the partici-

pation of men andwomen in terms of issues

and associated comments

First assessing the issues, we identified the gender of all the

developers through the gender predicting tool, without any

manual intervention. In total, we extracted 1275 issues, out

of which 1071 (84%) were reported by men, and 204 (16 %)

by women, as shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Comments by community and by gender.

Issues Comments

Community Women Men Women Men

Dedicated 102 116 741 1166

Open 102 955 1395 5872

Considering the dedicated communities, there were 218

reported issues, out of which 102 (48%) were reported by

women. In open communities, 1057 issues were reported, out

of which only 102 (9%) were reported by women. Such values

show that with the increase of women in the communities,

the percentage of their participation increases, unlike men,

who have high values in both communities.

In the case of comments, although the authors gender was

obtained mostly automatically, manual intervention was nec-

essary in some cases, while only one developer remained with

their gender undefined. Manual intervention was carried out

for users with unidentified gender using their nicknames on

the GitHub platform, in search for additional information that

could help in the identification, such as user profile picture,

description, and linked personal blogs if present. Furthermore,

some comments were posted by bots, and thus not considered

in Table 5. From this process, out of the 9151 comments eval-

uated, 6897 were posted by men, 2059 (22%) by women, and

194 by bots.

In the context of dedicated communities, out of the 1923

comments, 741 (39%) were posted by women. And in the

case of open communities, 7447 comments were posted, out

of which only 1395 (19%) were posted by women, which also

shows low participation compared with men in this segment.

The analyzed comments were filtered to verify the pro-

file of novice developers, shown in Table 6, considering a

participation time of less than or equal to 2 years. From this

selection, 200 comments were verified as being made by be-

ginner developers, where only 50 (25%) of those comments

were posted by women. An important piece of information

raised is that looking at the selection of beginner female de-

velopers, their percentage of posted comments was higher

than their overall result, which was around 22%. This brings

evidence that, women may start commenting more in general,

but over time these comments decrease, despite the fact the

expected tendency would be to increase. In addition, when

comparing different communities, the number of comments

posted by newcomers in dedicated communities has a smaller

percentage, about 25%, than in open communities. However,

such comments have a tendency to increase over time, reach-

ing about 39%.

Table 6. Comments posted by beginner developers by community

and by gender.

Community Women Men

Dedicated 8 12

Open 42 138

Data Base 40 150

Finally, participation in issue tracking was analyzed in

the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. Figure 2 shows a

graph with the number of comments per year, split by the

author’s gender. It is observed that despite having a smaller

contribution than men, there was a growth rate over the years

for women. As shown in Table 7, for the years 2018 and

2019, the growth rate was more than doubled. However, in

2020 and 2021 this growth declined, probably due to the

pandemic (Araujo et al., 2022).

It is important to note that the growth rate between 2021

and 2022 was not added to Table 7, since data was extracted
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Figure 2. Number of comments posted over the years by gender.

Table 7. Number of comments growth rate over the years.

Years Women Men

2015-2016 0.83 1.53

2016-2017 1.50 1.24

2017-2018 1.94 2.16

2018-2019 3.64 1.47

2019-2020 2.41 1.69

2020-2021 1.48 1.36

in January 2022.

5.2 RQ2. Is there a difference between the rel-

evance of comments posted by men and

women?

After calculating the thematic relevance for each analyzed

comment, the results are similar on average, being 0.03680

for men and 0.03394 for women. As shown in the graph in

Figures 3 and 4, it is observed that the data interval changes

between genders according to the context of the segment

under analysis. In dedicated communities (Figure 3), unlike

open ones (Figure 4), women achieve higher relevance values

than men.

Figure 3. Thematic relevance in dedicated communities.

Results show that although women have a smaller amount

of comments posted, as shown in Section 5.1, regardless of the

community, open or dedicated, their comments were equally

relevant to the discussion around the issues.

Furthermore, looking at beginner developers, despite all

the challenges presented by Steinmacher et al. (2012), as

we can see in Figure 5, newcomers scored relevance values

ranging from 0.0 to 0.5. Another important point to note is

Figure 4. Thematic relevance in open communities.

that comments with relevance in the 0.5 range were posted

by women, in both dedicated and open communities.

Figure 5. Thematic relevance of beginner developers

5.3 RQ3. Is there a relationship between com-

ment relevance and platform participation

time?

To answer this research question, the thematic relevance data

and platform participation time were used to construct the

graph of Figure 6, in which the columns represent the number

of comments made in a certain thematic relevance range,

and the black line at the center of each column represents in

which years that relevance occurs on average, thus making

it possible to observe that up to relevance of about 0.4 the

interval is the same, between 6 and 10 years, while higher

relevance value ranges show greater variation between years.

Figure 6. Thematic relevance and years of participation in the platform.
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To better evaluate this observation, the Pearson correla-

tion (Paranhos et al., 2014) was applied. Pearson’s coefficient

ranges from -1 to 1, indicating an increasing trend when posi-

tive and close to 1. For the analyzed data, the correlation value

between the thematic relevance of the comments and the time

of participation in the platform was -0.052, indicating thus

the lack of correlation between these variables. Therefore,

the comments with higher thematic relevance values are not

always made by developers with many years of participation

in the platform.

In Figure 6, it is also possible to observe that the intervals

representing the participation time of women are smaller than

those of men. The range of participation for women is ranging

from 2 to about 9 years, while that of men is ranging from 4

years to over 10 years. Such values are reflected both in open

communities and in dedicated communities, that is, regard-

less of the context, women display more recent and smaller

participation than men.

5.4 RQ4. Is there a relationship between com-

ment relevance and author’s reputation?

Data on thematic relevance and reputation of the comment au-

thors are projected on Figure 7. It is observed that all thematic

relevance values have variations according to the comment

author reputation, indicating that there does not seem to be a

relationship between these two variables. Furthermore, the

reputation range present at 0.0 relevance is around 103, and
the reputation present at 0.5 relevance comes up to approxi-

mately 102, as indicated by the black line in the graph.

Figure 7. Thematic relevance and reputation.

Again, to confirm this observation, Pearson’s coefficient

was calculated between the thematic relevance of comments

and the reputation of comment authors, resulting in -0.045,

once more a low correlation between these two variables.

Looking at the selection of beginner developers, in which, as

shown in Figure 8, the highest reputation value is around 60,

and as shown previously in Figure 5, developers have rela-

tively high thematic relevance of comments despite having

little participation time and low reputation values.

Still focusing on Figure 7, we emphasize that women have

a smaller reputation interval than men since the range high-

lighted by the black lines representing women’s data reach

almost the value of 103 in only one case, while the ranges

of men’s reputation in more than one case almost reach the

value of 103, and in others even exceed this threshold. This

Figure 8. Reputation of beginner developers.

issue can be justified by analyzing Figures 6 and 7 together,

in which platform time has an impact on the reputation of de-

velopers. To support this analysis, Pearson’s coefficient was

calculated, obtaining a value of 0.249, which indicates that

there is a small positive correlation between these variables.

That is, as women have a shorter participation time on the

GitHub platform, reaching a maximum of 9 years, they may

have a lower reputation since they will consequently make

fewer comments, commits, and other activities, which are

factors used in the calculation of the reputation metric. It is

important to emphasize that both in dedicated communities

and in open communities, this scenario is repeated, with the

exception that women end up having a similar reputation to

men in dedicated communities, where neither reach the value

of 103, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Thematic relevance and reputation in dedicated communities.

6 Threats to Validity

In this work, only the female and male genders were consid-

ered for developers. This decision was made to simplify the

study, and due to the limitations imposed by the use of the

NamSor tool, which can only predict those two genders from

a given name.

Regarding the thematic relevance metric, we emphasize

that there are still few studies about its usage in the context

of issue tracking. In addition, the relatively low values of

relevance are influenced by the characteristics of comments

posted in issue tracking environments, which may have im-

ages, code snippets, content in external links, gratitude mes-

sages, among other elements, which are irrelevant to the met-

ric when data is analyzed, or may even not generate enough
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similarity with the issue topic.

Finally, regarding the use of the GitScore tool to calculate

the CM04 metric, we did not carry out a validation procedure

to verify the accuracy of the results obtained, as we did not

found a literature work validating this tool.

7 Concluding Remarks and Future

Work

In this paper, we present the results of an analysis in issue

tracking communication data, noting that, on average, women

post comments with similar relevance to those posted by

men. The study also reinforced contrasting rates of female

participation in open source communities, confirming it in the

context of issue tracking, in which women posted only 22% of

comments, and authored 16% of issues. In addition, looking at

the different evaluated communities, we can see that women

have been more active in communities dedicated to them,

reaching 48% of the reported issues. However, when we look

at the open communities, they have shown low participation

and representativeness, with only 9% of the issues reported.

An important point about the number of comments posted is

the results obtained for the pandemic years, in which even

with a smaller number of posted comments, women obtained a

high growth rate between 2018 and 2019, before the pandemic.

However, from 2020 to 2021, this growth dropped, probably

due to the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, it is important

to underline that even for beginner developers, women have

a lower number of comments compared to men. Another

important point explored by the work is about the reputation

and participation time of women in the platform, in which

they are usually in an interval of 4 to 10 years, while men have

their interval ranging from months to more than 10 years.

As future work, considering technical issues about data

analysis, we recommend crossing thematic relevance data

with other indicators of participation in software development,

such as the number of commits and accepted pull requests. It

is possible to assess whether female participation in the scope

of communication in projects causes any impact in terms

of time taken to solve or close issues. To complement the

quantitative analysis of the data, interviews can be carried out

with women who participate in both types of communities,

to know their perceptions regarding the reasons that lead to

the observed low participation rates. Regarding the gender

guessing, we suggest the application of other tools such as

Genderize, Gender Predict (Zolduoarrati and Licorish, 2021)

and genderComputer tool (Catolino et al., 2019) in order to

deal with NamSor possible limitations with gender-neutral

names. Finally, new works could explore in more depth our

initial analysis on women participation during and after the

COVID-19 pandemic.

https://github.com/stardotwav/AnaliseGeneroGitHub in

CSV format, along with the Jupyter Notebook files used to

perform the presented analysis.
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